An extended treatment of the one-dimensional q-harmonic oscillator, based on two examples of inequivalent representations of the Heisenberg quantum algebra which appeared recently in literature is presented. The dependence of several oscillator properties such as the energy spectrum, uncertainty relations and selection rules on the new parameters characterizing those generalized representations is also discussed.
I. Introduction
Quantum groups are among the recent mathematical developments in closest contact with physics, particularly interest for those showing a wider variety o f a pplications. They have been applied to solvable statistical mechanics models, inverse scattering theory, molecular and nuclear physics, as well as particle and quantum eld physics 1 . The structure of a quantum group was developed by mathematicians in order to de ne non-commutative geometry. By de nition, a quantum group is characterized by a Hopf algebra Drinfeld 2 . For a physicist, there are two essential new concepts related to a quantum group: that of co-multiplication one of the Hopf operations and that of the deformed quantum algebra. The deformation is obtained through a parameter q, which i s i n troduced in the commutation relations de ning the algebra. In the limit q ! 1, the original, undeformed Lie algebra, is reproduced.
In this work we will be mainly concerned with that algebraic part of the Heisenberg quantum group H q 4, namely the Heisenberg q-algebra also known as the Heisenberg-Weyl q-algebra h q 4 or q-oscillator algebra 1 . It is interesting to mention that there are several versions of the q-oscillator algebra. Oh and Singh 3 showed that they are not equivalent. As a consequence, the Hopf structure found for one of those versions does not hold for the others, just because of this inequivalence.
Our aim here is to perform a generalized treatment of the one-dimensional deformed harmonic oscillator. This will be done by making use of two di erent examples of generalized, inequivalent representations of the h q 4 algebra which appeared recently in literature.
The rst one, due to G. Rideau 4 , is characterized by a real parameter 0 . In the limit 0 ! 0 i t g o e s t o t h e ordinary q-deformed representation of the Heisenberg q-algebra.
It is in this sense that we will be dealing with a generalized representation. We note that Rideau's representation may be constructed from the ordinary representation of the Heisenberg q-algebra by means of a dilatation, as indicated in Ref. 1 .
Our second example is that of Z. Chang and Song 5, 6 and is characterized by an additive constant c b =2, with = ln q. We note that in the two cases above w e are dealing with inequivalent representations since they correspond to di erent v alues of the Casimir operator of the Heisenberg q-algebra. On the other hand, the linear harmonic oscillator is a fundamental system in physics. The associated q-deformed linear harmonic oscillator to the algebra of h q 4, in terms of bosonic creation and annihilation operators, was introduced by MacFarlane 7 and Biedenharn 8 , who calculated the corresponding spectrum, assuming the existence of a ground state. We believe that generalized inequivalent q-formulations of it may h a ve phenomenological interest in possible applications. In this work we study the fundamental properties of such generalized q-oscillators.
This work is divided as follows. Section II is concentrated on the deformed linear harmonic oscillator constructed on the basis of the ordinary q-deformed Heisenberg algebra. Results for several q-oscillator properties such as the energy spectrum, uncertainty relations and selection rules are recollected. In the same direction, a realization of the quantum group" S U q 2 based on a Jordan-Schwinger construction is carried out 1 . In section Ill, the results of the previous section are generalized using the two inequivalent representations referred to above. Section IV contains our nal discussion and remarks. Finally, at the end of this work we h a ve an appendix, where we present some useful q-number identities.
II. The Deformed Harmonic Oscillator

Construction and energy levels
In this section we brie y review the construction of the one-dimensional q-deformed harmonic oscillator.
After it, in the following section, we will present the results for the inequivalent representations in a comparative w ay. , n 1=2 ; for:n 0 = n , 1:
2:14 d Thus we get as selection rules n ! n 1, that is only transitions to neighbours levels are allowed.
S U q 2 formulation
To close this section we w ould like to remind the realization of the quantum group" S U q 2 from the onedimensional q-oscillator. As described by Biedenharn and MacFarlane, an analogous q-deformed construction of that of Jordan-Schwinger can be de ned to realize the algebra of the generators in the deformed case. Thus, These relations are valid, however, only when acting on ket states. This situation is fundamentally di erent of that in the ordinary su2 algebra, where the complete realization of the algebra is not dependent o n t h e way the vacuum is de ned.
We recall that the Casimir operator for the oscillator in this case corresponds to the null operator: 
III. The inequivalent representations
Construction
In the previous section we saw the construction of the q-deformed analogue of the Heisenberg algebra. However, that realization of the q-algebra is not unique.
As we h a ve seen, the quantum q-deformed extensions of the algebraic relations depend on the way F ock-space states are de ned, xing the representation. Due to this fact, other generalized representations can be constructed in the form of inequivalent representations.
One well-known form of an inequivalent representation has been considered by Rideau 4 and by Biedenharn 1 , who called it a dilatation". This representation is de ned by a + q jn = q , 0=4 n + 1 1=2 q jn + 1 a q jn = q , 0=4 n 1=2 q jn , In this case, the number operator is not equal to a + q a q ; but is given by N q = a + q a q + q Nq=2 C osc ; Another interesting example of a quantumdeformed realization of the Heisenberg algebra found in literature is that used by Chang 5 and Song 6 . At rst sight their approach seems to be the same as the one of the previous section, with a single modi cation of a rede nition of the number operator N by N 0 = N +c, where c is a constant. However, in a deformed algebra this change provides not only a shift on the spectrum of Fock states labeled by the quantum numbern, but also conducts to the construction of a new representation, non-equivalent to the other.
A fundamental di erence lies on the de nition of the number operator. For them, the q-deformed N must equate the non-deformed operator N 0 q = a + q a q = N = a + a:
3:6 Here and henceforth we shall be using a prime ' to di erentiate between the operators de ned in this case from the previous ones.
Following Chang and Song 5, 6 , the representation is de ned by a 0 q jn = n + c 1=2 q jn , 1 eqs.3.1, one also has this multiplying factor in the right-hand side of the selection rules equations.
In the non-equivalent representation of the dilatation type, uncertainty relation gives i P q ; Q q jn =~q , 0=2 n + 1 , n jn ; 3:14 which can also be rewritten in the following interesting form i P q ; Q q = cosh1=42n + 1 cosh =4 ; Again, for q ! 1 one recovers n =~!, as expected. The deformation in this case introduces, however, not only a non-equally spacing of the energy levels, but also shifts the zero-point energy Then, it is clear that the present de nition of N, done in this case by eq.3.6, leads to the need of an associated rede nition ofJ. We also call attention to the fact that the term 1=2 2 on the above equations is sometimes dropped by some authors, depending on the application, as it is an additive constant. Here we k eep it, as it is fundamental in the last step in eq.3.27, and in the use of identity eq.3.24, to obtain j 0 + 1 =2 2 , with the correct limit j 0 + 1 =2 2 when q ! 1:
Other interesting consequences are found associated to the su q 2 algebra realization in the dilatation type of inequivalent representations. The Jordan-Schwinger construction with eqs. In reference 10 , we h a ve treated triplet states for quarks and leptons, using the su q 2 as a spectrum generating algebra. We h a ve applied eq.3.31, more successfully than with eq.3.30, to describe the masses of the fundamental fermions. This fact would be comprehensible, if the particle states we nd in the Standard Model are de ned according to a construction which follows equations 2.3 and 2.15, instead of equations 3.1 and 3.28. In other words, the particle states of the Standard Model are associated to a vacuum which, however, in this line of work, depends on the construction scheme adopted for a certain type of representation. This point may be relevant, if the physical states are connected somehow to an underlying algebraic structure of any form which leads to nonequivalent representations.
IV. Conclusions
It is well known that the Heisenberg algebra h4 plays a fundamental role in the analysis of the linear harmonic oscillator. Recently, models based on the qdeformed h4 algebra h q 4, of the group H q 4 have been studied to describe vibrational spectra of diatomic molecules 5,9 . We note that when the deformation parameter q is near to 1, deviations of the H4 symmetry will occur, which may contain important physics.
In a similar way, models based on S U q 2 have been constructed to study the rotational spectra of diatomic molecules. It was also suggested that the coupling between vibrational and rotational motions in diatomic molecules is described by H q 4 S U q 2, 5,9 . It is interesting to point out that similar situations occur in nuclear spectroscopy in connection with nuclear rotations and vibrations 11 .
In the present w ork we performed an extended treatment of the deformed linear harmonic oscillator making use of two classes of inequivalent irreps of the h q 4 algebra, introduced independently by Rideau 4 and by Chang and Yan 9 . It is worthwhile to mention that Rideau's case found interesting applications in an algebraic treatment o f q-deformed Bose gases 12 . Another application was done in a calculation of the fundamental fermion masses from deformed S U q 2 triplets 10 . Expressions of the S U q 2 Casimir operators involved in our analysis, for 0 6 = 0 ; were discussed at the end of section III. In the context of H q 4 we note that the corresponding Hopf algebra has been explicitly constructed, including the quantum Yang-Baxter equation 5,9 .
Last, but not least, we wish to point out two di erent directions for further work: i the q-analogue of the isotropic n-dimensional harmonic oscillator, as de ned 14 . This work is in progress and shall appear in a forthcoming publication.
Appendix
In this appendix we present some q-number identities which showed to be very useful in rewriting our main results. Of course, from the ones we have here, others can be derived and readily applied.
In the last step of eq.2. Finally, w e w ould like to note that in the same way identity A3 can be used to rewrite the q-deformed energy expressions, the identities 1 1=2 n + 3 =2 , n + 1 =2 = n + 2 , n A7 and n + 2 , n = 2 cosh 2 n + 1 A8 can be very useful in rewriting the expressions of the separation of energy levels n, leading to equations like eqs.2.8 and 3.18 of the text.
